Frequently asked questions.....

Year 9 Pathways 2020
How many GCSEs can my child take?
The vast majority of students will take 9 subjects. A smaller number will take 8. The Government stipulate that no one will be allowed to take less than 8. Native speakers can take an additional community language GCSE.

Can my child take any GCSEs early?
No – all the courses that we run are planned to be delivered over two years. The amount of content and the depth to which students must work requires the full two year course to enable them to reach the highest grades and to prepare them sufficiently for their exams.

Can my child do an additional GCSE in their own time?
No – not in school, please see above. All courses will require content that will need to be delivered and taught by subject specialists, some with specific requirements, for example speaking and listening assessments in MFL, a team activity in PE or a group ensemble performance in Music. Staff and students will not have the capacity to commit to additional time out of class to deliver or study additional GCSEs. It is far better to get excellent grades in 9 subjects than average grades in 10 or 11.

Are GCSEs getting more difficult?
There is recognition from all quarters, teachers, students and parents, that there has been a concerted effort to increase the level of challenge faced by students taking exams in Yr 11. The Government has sought to make all exams a more ‘level playing field’ – by removing coursework, changing the assessment criteria and moving to 1–9 rather than a letter – A* - G. They have revised the vocational courses on offer. The government have also reduced the number of vocational courses and subjects that are now ‘approved’ and can count towards the best 8 that each child will be judged on.

Will it put my child at a disadvantage if they are only taking 9 subjects compared to someone in another school who might be taking 10?
NO certainly not – think of it in terms of quality NOT quantity. The top universities are making offers based on the predicted grades of Upper Sixth Students combined with their personal statement, references and sometimes an entrance test or interview. They do not specify which GCSEs – apart from good passes in English and Maths – that students will require. (This year University College London is the only University that our students have applied to that has specifically requested a MFL as one of the GCSEs).

Can my child change their choices once they have made them?
Yes – up and until the deadline on Friday 21st February 2020Their last submission will be the one that is taken into account. Students cannot change subjects once the courses have started in September 2020.

Can my child take more than one Visual Arts subject?
Yes – if they wish to. However, there are some limitations with the particular combinations that they can take – for example – Art, Textiles and Graphics have the same ‘entry code’ and so we would not recommend that a student take two of these subjects but they could take – photography and textiles or graphics and photography for example.
Can my child take more than one Performing Arts Subject?
Yes – if they want to—but we would recommend students chose a spread of subjects from a range of faculties. You will not be allowed to take two RSL vocational options. Ask specialists staff if you are at all unsure.

Are Dance and Drama BTECs or GCSEs? We will offer both Dance and Drama in Key Stage 4. Drama will be a new approved vocational course—with the equivalent of one GCSE. We will run Dance as a GCSE or a vocational course. Both the Dance and Drama courses that we will offer will enable students to move seamlessly into specialist Performing Arts Provision in the Sixth Form and onto University to study a range of degrees.

Do the vocational course count as GCSE equivalents?
Yes – we are only offering a small number of vocational awards but these are all from the Government approved list of newly revised subjects. They are all equivalent to a GCSE and will all have an externally set written exam as part of the final element of the course.

Does my child have to take Double Science?
Yes – all Norwood school students will do double award science – the most able can opt for triple – or ‘Separate Sciences’ – no one takes the BTEC Science anymore. The Government require all students to take Science at Key Stage 4. The double award GCSE Science will mean that your child will be awarded two GCSEs in Science.

Are GCSE Citizenship and RS/Philosophy ‘English Baccalaureate’ subjects?
No—both are highly regarded GCSE subjects but they do not qualify as subjects that count towards the English Baccalaureate. To achieve the Baccalaureate at Norwood, students will need to gain strong grades in English, Maths, Science, History or Geography and French or Spanish.

Do I have to take a subject at GCSE to take it at A Level?
Not necessarily – some subjects, for example A Levels in Languages, will require you to have reached a particular level and have gained a particular understanding of the language to progress onto studying it in the Sixth Form. Similarly, in Music. It is highly recommended that if you want to take A Levels in a Science, you undertake GCSE Separate Science but able pupils can move onto Science A Levels if they manage to achieve strong grades at GCSE Double Award Science and English and Maths.

If a student can show that they have developed the analytical, research and enquiry skills in Geography or Citizenship for example they could be considered for an A Level in History if they have also gained excellent results in English GCSE. In the Visual Arts, if students have displayed a creative ability in art then they can opt for A Levels in Photography or Textiles for example and in Performing Arts, you can study Level 3 Acting if you have not taken a GCSE in Drama.

In essence – although you need to consider your choices at this stage – you are highly unlikely to make a choice that will restrict you in anyway as you move on up through the school to employment, the best Universities or an apprenticeship.
Are some GCSE Groups set?  
Yes, some will be—depending on the numbers of children who opt for them. For example; the new GCSE in French and Spanish is tiered – this means that more able linguists will be entered for the higher paper – whilst others will do the foundation paper. Having ‘set’ or streamed classes in some subjects enables staff to target and plan their teaching more effectively to the learners in their care.

How many GCSE's does my child need to get into the Sixth Form?  
They will need at least 6 GCSEs grade 5 or above including English and Maths. Entry requirements may differ from subject to subject at A Level. In our experience we know that students who want to study Maths A Level for example, will need to perform to grade 7 or above in GCSE Maths in order to successfully access the content at A Level.

Why does my child have to take either a Humanities or a MFL subject?  
The government have decided what kinds of subjects they will allow us to include in the second element of the 9 subjects that students take. Only sciences, computer science, MFL and humanities subjects are allowed to count in the second of the three ‘buckets’.

Does my child HAVE to take a creative subject?  
We are very proud to be able to offer a wide range of creative options and as part of our specialism, we recommend that all students take at least one creative subject.

Can my child take GCSE Music if they have not been having instrumental lessons?  
It is not recommended – but we also offer a RSL Music technology course for those who are inherently musical, are enthusiastic, have a natural aptitude for music but have not had the long term experience of playing an instrument.

Does my child have to continue with the subjects that they have been awarded a Bursary in?  
We would expect that a child would continue to take the subject that they have been awarded a bursary in. Bursary provision continues into Key Stage 4. The extensive extracurricular provision and enrichment that has been put in place for Bursary students since Year 7 means that those children will have a wealth of experience, inspiration and techniques that will most definitely compliment their continuing development and success in their specialist area.

Can my child take more than one language?  
Keen linguists can take their current language. Students can take an additional community language—this will not be a taught option—talk to Ms Olano and her team tonight who will help advise you.

Does my child have to take a language?  
Not necessarily – but they will need to have either a language OR a humanities subject, (History or Geography) We will recommend that our most able take both a language and History or Geography so that they also achieve the English Baccalaureate. We believe that learning a language is a strong foundation for a successful future and will encourage as many students as possible to continue to learn either French or Spanish.
2020 Examples of current entry requirements to some of the top universities.

Check on UCAS and look at course specific entry requirements.

MEng Biomedical Engineering with a Year in Industry

A-levels

Minimum entry standards

Our minimum entry standard for 2019 entry is A* A* A overall, to include:

- A* in Chemistry
- A* in Mathematics
- A in Physics, Biology, Further Mathematics or Economics

Where a fourth A-level is offered, we prefer this to be in Physics, Biology, Further Mathematics or Economics. General Studies and Critical Thinking are not accepted.

Typical offer range

As a guide, here are the typical offers made in 2017 to at least 85% of applicants studying A-levels:

Applicants must also meet these requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GCSE profile requirements</th>
<th>Profile: No specific grades required. Further information about GCSE requirements and profile levels.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English language requirements</td>
<td>If English is not your first language, you need to meet this profile level: Profile C Further information about English language requirements and profile levels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typical offer for BSc Geography - applicants must meet one of the following

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A-level Standard offer</th>
<th>AAA in any subjects, or AAB in three specified subjects (see below)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-level Contextual offer</td>
<td>ABB in any subjects, or BBB in three specified subjects (see below)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All across America, students are anxiously finishing their “What I Want To Be …” college application essays, advised to focus on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) by pundits and parents who insist that’s the only way to become workforce ready. But two recent studies of workplace success contradict the conventional wisdom about “hard skills.” Surprisingly, this research comes from the company most identified with the STEM-only approach: Google.

Project Aristotle shows that the best teams at Google exhibit a range of soft skills: equality, generosity, curiosity toward the ideas of your teammates, empathy, and emotional intelligence. And topping the list: emotional safety. No bullying. To succeed, each and every team member must feel confident speaking up and making mistakes. They must know they are being heard.

The seven top characteristics of success at Google are all soft skills: being a good coach; communicating and listening well; possessing insights into others (including others different values and points of view); having empathy toward and being supportive of one’s colleagues; being a good critical thinker and problem solver; and being able to make connections across complex ideas.

STEM skills are vital to the world we live in today, but technology alone, as Steve Jobs famously insisted, is not enough. We desperately need the expertise of those who are educated to the human, cultural, and social as well as the computational.

No student should be prevented from majoring in an area they love based on a false idea of what they need to succeed. Broad learning skills are the key to long-term, satisfying, productive careers. What helps you thrive in a changing world isn’t rocket science. It may just well be social science, and, yes, even the humanities and the arts that contribute to making you not just workforce ready but world ready.
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Deadline for Choices

Please let us know if you would like any support completing your choices. Members of the EAL team will be here tonight to assist you and there will be access to IT in P14, a classroom directly above the Sports Hall.

Ms Nicholas Senior Deputy Head Teacher

nicholas.j@thenorwoodschoo1.org